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By M. Jean Pike

Black Lyon Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 156 pages. To hear love whispering, they had to
listen with their hearts. Paranormal Studies expert Dove Denning came to Shadow Lake to attend
her friend Emmas wedding. After helping the police with a brutal murder investigation, the solitude
and tranquility of the lake are just what Dove needs to ease her spiritbut the spirits that whisper to
her arent so at ease. Struggling over the death of his daughter, Dusty is a man who has come from
dark places in search of peace. As his heart turns toward Dove, the ghosts from his past turn out to
be more than just figures of speech. Together, Dusty and Dove find the power of redemption, of
safety from a growing danger of love on the lake. Reviews and Other Information: Ms. Pikes
powerful characterizations, vivid imagery, and fast pace capture the reader from the first sentence
and holds them until the last, making WHISPERS IN AUTUMN a true winner. This is not a cookie
cutter romance; Ms. Pikes attention to detail and unique storytelling ability sets this one apart. The
suspense is nail-biting in intensity at times. The love scenes are beautifully done without being...
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This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz

Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loya l Gr a dy-- Loya l Gr a dy
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